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Mining Intelligence and Knowledge Exploration: 7th International Conference, MIKE 2019, Goa, India, December 19–22, 2019, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 11987)Springer, 2020

	
		This book constitutes the refereed conference proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Mining Intelligence and Knowledge Exploration, MIKE 2019, held in Goa, India, in December 2019.

	
		The 31 full papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 83 submissions. The accepted papers were chosen on the basis of...
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Six Sizzling Markets: How to Profit from Investing in Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Korea, and MexicoJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Praise for Six Sizzling Markets
    "Everyone knows that the globe is being changed by globalization, but what does it mean for the ordinary citizen or investor? Pran Tiku offers a clear and informative account of the opportunities that exist in six of the major new global economies. The book sizzles with...
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The Twice-Born: Life and Death on the GangesFarrar, Straus and Giroux, 2019

	
		In The Twice-Born, Aatish Taseer embarks on a journey of self-discovery in an intoxicating, unsettling personal reckoning with modern India, where ancient customs collide with the contemporary politics of revivalism and revenge

	
		When Aatish Taseer first came to Benares, the spiritual capital of Hinduism, he...
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Development and Sustainability: India in a Global PerspectiveSpringer, 2013

	Following the reforms undertaken in the last two decades, India’s economic landscape has been radically transformed. This book examines the new economic map, which is shown to be shaped by two intertwined currents: globalization and sustainability. Weaving extensively through these currents and the canvas of development in the Indian...
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Proceedings of International Ethical Hacking Conference 2019: eHaCON 2019, Kolkata, India (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2019

	
		This book gathers the peer-reviewed proceedings of the International Ethical Hacking Conference, eHaCON 2019, the second international conference of its kind, which was held in Kolkata, India, in August 2019. Bringing together the most outstanding research papers presented at the conference, the book shares new findings on computer...
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Queenpins: Notorious Women Gangsters of The Modern EraSangam Books, 2011

	The cut throat world of organized crime has long been dominated by men, and such macho godfathers and kingpins as Al Capone, John Dillinger, Pablo Escobar and John Gotti have become legendary. Yet, dig deep into the annals of crime and one can find smart, ambitious and ruthless women who have cracked the glass ceiling of the underworld and...
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Climate Friendly Goods and Technologies in Asia: Opportunities for Trade (SpringerBriefs in Environmental Science)Springer, 2019

	
		This book investigates the potential trade opportunity of climate friendly goods and technology (CFGT) in Asia and South Asia region, and uses a case study of India to clarify India's position on global warming and efforts to mitigate climate change impacts regionally and globally. In four main sections, the book applies...
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2nd EAI International Conference on Big Data Innovation for Sustainable Cognitive Computing: BDCC 2019 (EAI/Springer Innovations in Communication and Computing)Springer, 2020

	
		This proceeding features papers discussing big data innovation for sustainable cognitive computing. The papers feature details on cognitive computing and its self-learning systems that use data mining, pattern recognition and natural language processing (NLP) to mirror the way the human brain works. This international conference...
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Managing Multimedia SemanticsIRM Press, 2005
Managing multimedia semantics is a complex task because content creators and archivists describe and interpret semantics associated with the multimedia content in several ways, depending on the context and use of the information. Disciplines such as computer vision and pattern recognition, multimedia database management and modeling, and film...
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Knowledge Management Tools and Techniques: Practitioners and Experts Evaluate KM SolutionsButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
"Dr. Rao has brought together a practical, contemporary, and comprehensive view of the realities of applying knowledge management tools. The rich array of leading-edge practice he exposes will prove valuable to all knowledge practitioners."
 Ross Dawson, CEO, Advanced Human Technologies, and author, Developing Knowledge-Based Client...
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E-procurement in Emerging Economies: Theory and CasesIGI Global, 2007
"Information systems are shaped by the environment in which they operate, and e-Procurement in Emerging Economies: Theory and Cases explains how e-procurement is shaped in emerging economies. Contributors from Italy, China, India, Turkey, Slovenia, Australia, and UK have submitted case studies and theoretical insights on e-procurement and its...
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Spacecraft Power SystemsCRC Press, 2004
The first man-made satellite was Sputnik I, launched and operated by Russia in the low Earth orbit in 1957. In the decade that followed, the American space exploration programs launched many Earth orbiting satellites. The first commercial geosynchronous satellite, Intelsat-1, was placed in orbit in 1965, and, in 1969, NASA’s Apollo-11 became...
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